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in-polarized optical properties of
monoclinic a-Eu2(MoO4)3: a DFT + U approach

A. H. Reshak*ab

The spin polarized complex first-order linear optical dispersion reveals the spin-polarized electronic

structure of a-Eu2(MoO4)3. Calculation explored the influence of the generalized gradient approximation

plus the Hubbard Hamiltonian (GGA + U) on the band dispersion and the energy band gap of the

spin-up and spin-down and hence on the optical transitions. The appearance of Eu-4f states on the

conduction band minimum of the spin-up case causes a significant influence on the ground state

properties of a-Eu2(MoO4)3. The calculated optical properties reveal that a-Eu2(MoO4)3 possesses an

indirect energy gap of about 2.2 eV ([) and 3.2 eV (Y) in close agreement with the measured one (3.74

eV). The all-electron full potential linear augmented plane wave (FPLAPW + lo) method within GGA + U

was used. We have applied U on the 4f orbitals of Eu atoms and 4d orbitals of Mo atoms to correct the

ground state. We have taken a careful look at the valence band's electronic charge density distribution to

visualize the charge transfer and the chemical bonding characteristics. The optical properties were

calculated seeking deep insight into the electronic structure. It has been found that a-Eu2(MoO4)3
exhibits positive uniaxial anisotropy and negative birefringence for spin-up and spin-down configurations.
1. Introduction

Molybdate crystals are characterized by specic structural
characteristics, possess interesting physical and chemical
properties, and the materials are widely used in modern catal-
ysis, nanotechnology, electrochemistry and optics.1–8 The rare-
earth molybdates are of particular interest and these mate-
rials show great potential for being used for the creation of
efficient laser and luminescent media.9–15 In phosphor tech-
nology, Eu3+ ions doped into an appropriate host matrix provide
efficient red light emission under activation in the UV spectral
range.16–21 However, under special reducing/oxidizing techno-
logical conditions, a reversible transformation Eu3+ 4 Eu2+ is
possible and europium in the host matrix can exist in these two
different formal valence states.22–24 It is well known that the
spectroscopic parameters of Eu3+ and Eu2+ states are very
different and the europium valence state should be precisely
controlled to generate a phosphor with a predetermined
combination of radiative electronic transitions. Thus, the eval-
uation of the optical properties and hence the electronic
structure of model crystals, where Eu is in individual formal
valence state, is topical.

As it is known, low-temperature monoclinic a-Eu2(MoO4)3,
space group C2/c, is a stable polymorphous modication at
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room conditions and it can be taken as a representative crystal
containing Eu3+ ions.25–27 It should be pointed that, in the
a-Eu2(MoO4)3 structure, the europium atoms are in the position
with symmetry C1, and this avoids symmetrical constrains on
the electronic parameters of Eu3+ ions.

The present study is aimed to investigate the optical prop-
erties to revealing the electronic structure of a-Eu2(MoO4)3
molybdate using density functional theory (DFT) based on full-
potential method. The DFT method which has proven to be one
of the most accurate methods for the computation of the elec-
tronic structure of solids.28–30
2. Details of calculations

The experimental structural geometry of a-Eu2(MoO4)3
compound26 was optimized using the full potential linear
augmented plane wave plus the local orbitals (FPLAPW + lo)
method as implemented in WIEN2k code31 within the general-
ized gradient approximation (PBE � GGA).32 The crystal struc-
ture of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 is shown in Fig. 1. For oxides and other
highly correlated compounds, local density approximation
(LDA) and GGA are known to fail to give the correct ground
state.33–35 In these systems, the electrons are highly localized.
The Coulomb repulsion between the electrons in open shells
should be taken into account. As there is no exchange correla-
tion functional that can include this in an orbital independent
way, a simpler approach is to add the Hubbard-like on-site
repulsion to the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian. This is known as
an LDA + U or GGA + U calculations. There are different ways in
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 51675–51682 | 51675
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Fig. 1 (a) The crystal structure of a-Eu2(MoO4)3; (b) MoO4 tetrahe-
drons in a-Eu2(MoO4)3.
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which this can be implemented. In the present work, we used the
method of Anisimov et al.34 and Liechtenstein et al.35 where the
Coulomb (U) and exchange (J) parameters are used. From the ob-
tained relaxed geometry the ground state properties were deter-
mined using FPLAPW + lo32,36,37 within GGA + U (U-Hubbard
Hamiltonian). We applied U on the 4f orbital of Eu atoms and the
4d orbital of Mo atoms, the U values are 0.55 Ry and 0.22 Ry
respectively. As there are no experimental measurements of U for
this compound, we have decided to perform calculations for
various values of U and keeping the J parameter xed at 0.05 Ry
because U increases with increasing nuclear charge and valence
state, whereas J is almost independent of the number of nd (nf)
electrons. The main motivation for taking different U values is to
nd which U value gives the best t to the measured energy gap.
We take the full relativistic effects for core states and use the scalar
relativistic approximation for the valence states. More details
regarding the use of different values of U are found elsewhere.38

The potential for the construction of the basis functions
inside the sphere of the muffin-tin was spherically symmetric,
whereas it was constant outside the sphere. Self-consistency is
obtained using 300 k

.
points in the irreducible Brillouin zone

(IBZ). The self-consistent calculations are converged since the
total energy of the system is stable within 0.00001 Ry. The
electronic band structure and the related properties were per-
formed within 600 k

.
points in the IBZ.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Salient features of spin polarized electronic band
structure

The spin-polarized electronic band structure of the
a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound is calculated based on the optimized
experimental structural geometry as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b).
The electronic band structure reveals that a-Eu2(MoO4)3
compound posses indirect band gap semiconductor, as the
valence band maximum (VBM) is located at the Y0 symmetry
point of the rst BZ for spin-up/down, while the conduction
51676 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 51675–51682
bandminimum (CBM) is situated at theM0 point for spin up ([)
and at G point for spin down (Y). The calculated band gaps are
2.2 eV ([) and 3.2 eV (Y) in close agreement with the measured
one (3.74 eV).26 In this calculation the zero of the energy scale is
taken at the top of the valence band. It was noticed that the
energy gap of spin up ([) is noticeably lower that of spin down
(Y). That is attributed to the location of Eu-f at around 2.2 eV for
the spin up ([) that pushes the CBM towards the Fermi level
resulting in the reduced energy gap value. Whereas, for the spin
down (Y), the Eu-f states are shied towards higher energies to
be situated around 6.5 eV resulting in a shi of the CBM by
around 1.0 eV towards higher energies and that increases the
band gap value of spin down (Y). It is interesting to highlight
that the CBM for spin up is formed by the Eu-4f states, while for
the spin-down it is originated from the Mo-d states revealing
that the Eu-4f band vanished. The VBM is formed by O-p states
for both spin-up/down congurations.
3.2. Spin-polarized complex rst-order linear optical
dispersion

The calculated spin-polarized electronic band structure shows
that the location of Eu-f state is the main factor that inuence
the band gap and hence the optical transitions. Analyzing the
dispersion of the imaginary part of the optical dielectric func-
tion helps to gain deep insight into the electronic structure.
Since these are natural outputs of band structure calculations.
The calculation of the optical dielectric functions involve the
energy eigenvalues and electron wave functions. Therefore,
based on the calculated spin-polarized electronic band struc-
ture, we have performed calculations for the spin-polarized
imaginary part of the inter-band frequency-dependent dielec-
tric function using the expression taken from ref. 39 and 40.

32
ijðuÞ ¼ 8p2ħ2e2

m2V

X
k

X
cv

ð fc � fvÞ pcv
iðkÞpvcjðkÞ
Evc

2
d½EcðkÞ

� EvðkÞ � ħu�
(1)

where m, e and ħ are the electron mass, charge and Planck's
constant, respectively. fc and fv represent the Fermi distribu-
tions of the conduction and valence bands, respectively. The
term pcv

i(k) denotes the momentum matrix element transition
from the energy level c of the conduction band to the level v of
the valence band at certain k-point in the BZ and V is the unit
cell volume. The linear optical properties are calculated using
the optical code implemented in the Wien2k package,31

for more details we refer the readers to see the user guide41 and
ref. 40.

The expression no. (1), reveals that the band gap value comes
in the denominator which causes the result to be very sensitive
to the energy band gap value. It is well-known that the DFT leads
to underestimate the energy gap value. In the DFT, by solving
the Kohn–Sham equations we map an interacting many-body
system to a non-interacting hypothetical system which has the
same electron density. The price that we pay is the denition of
a new functional that is called the exchange-correlation func-
tional. Unfortunately, the exact form of the exchange-
correlation (XC) functional is unknown. Thus, the accuracy of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016



Fig. 2 (a) The optical transitions depicted on a generic band structure
of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 for spin-up ([) and (b) spin-down (Y). For simplicity,
we have labeled the optical transitions as A, B, and C. The A transitions
(red color) are responsible for the optical spectral structures between
(0.0–5.0) eV, the B transitions (green color) represent (5.0–10.0) eV
and the C transitions (blue color) represent the spectral structures
between (10.0–14.0) eV; (c) calculated 32

xx(u) (dark solid curve-black
color online),32

yy(u) (light dashed curve-red color online) and 32
zz(u)
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the results will be sensitive to the selection of the XC functional
which can play a major role. Therefore, we have used DFT + U to
calculate the spin-polarized electronic band structure and
hence the spin-polarized rst-order linear optical dielectric
functions of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound, to ascertain the inu-
ence of spin-polarization on the optical dielectric functions.
Monoclinic symmetry, has several components of the dielectric
tensor therefore, we will concentrate only on the major
components, corresponding to an electric eld perpendicular
and parallel to the c-axis. These are 3xx(u), 3yy(u) and 3zz(u),
which completely characterize the linear optical properties of
themonoclinic system. The calculated spin-polarized imaginary
part 32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and 32

zz(u)([)(Y) of the major
components of the rst-order linear optical dielectric functions
for a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound along the polarization directions
[100], [010] and [001] are illustrated in Fig. 2(c). It has been
found that absorption edges of 32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and

32
zz(u)([)(Y) are located at 2.2 eV ([) and 3.2 eV (Y). It is well-

known that the edges of optical absorption (Fig. 2c) give the
threshold for direct optical transitions between the VBM (Eu-6s/
5p/4d, Mo-5s/4p/4d, O-2s/2p) for ([)(Y) and the CBM (Eu-4f) for
([) while Mo-4p/4d, Eu-6s/5p, O-2s/2p for (Y) (see Fig. 2(a)–(c)).
Beyond these absorption edges, a rapid increase occurs in the
optical spectra to form the fundamental spectral structure of
32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and 32

zz(u)([)(Y) between 4.0 and 8.0
eV. These are due to the optical transition from Eu-6s/5p/4d,
Mo-5s/4p/4d, O-2s/2p) for ([)(Y) at the VBs to Mo-4p/4d, Eu-
6s/5p, O-2s/2p bands for ([)(Y) at the CBs, according to the
selection rules which present the maximum absorption (see
Fig. 2(a)–(c)). Beyond the fundamental spectral structure,
a prompt reduction occurs in the spectral structure to form the
tail of 32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and 32

zz(u)([)(Y). The tail
appears due to the optical transition between Eu-6s/5p/4d, Mo-
5s/4p/4d, O-2s/2p) for ([)(Y) bands at the VBs and Eu-6s/5p/4d/
4f, Mo-5s/4p, O-2s bands for ([)(Y) at the CBs. To identify the
observed spectral structures in 32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and
(light solid curve-blue color online) spectra for spin-up/down; (d)
calculated 31

xx(u) (dark solid curve-black color online), 31
yy(u) (light

dashed curve-red color online) and 31
zz(u) (light solid curve-blue color

online) spectra for spin-up/down; (e) calculated absorption coefficient
Ixx(u) (dark solid curve-back color online), Iyy(u) (light dashed curve-
red color online) and Izz(u) (light solid curve-blue color online) spec-
trum. The absorption coefficient in 104 s�1; (f) calculated Rxx(u) (dark
solid curve-black color online), Ryy(u) (light dashed curve-red color
online) and Rzz(u) (light solid curve-blue color online) spectra for spin-
up/down; (g) calculated Lxx(u) (dark solid curve-black color online),
Lyy(u) (light dashed curve-red color online) and Lzz(u) (light solid
curve-blue color online) spectra for spin-up/down; (h) calculated
Imsxx(u) (dark solid curve-black color online), Imsyy(u) (light dashed
curve-red color online) and Imszz(u) (light solid curve-blue color
online) spectra for spin-up/down; (i) calculated Resxx(u) (dark solid
curve-black color online), Resyy(u) (light dashed curve-red color
online) and Reszz(u) (light solid curve-blue color online) spectra for
spin-up/down; (j) calculated nxx(u) (dark solid curve-black color
online), nyy(u) (light dashed curve-red color online) and nzz(u) (light
solid curve-blue color online) spectra for spin-up/down; (k) calculated
Dn(u) (dark solid curve-black color online) and Dn(u) (light dashed
curve-red color online) spectra for spin-up/down.

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 51675–51682 | 51677
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32
zz(u)([)(Y) we need to look at the magnitude of the optical

matrix elements following the optical selection rules. We found
the observed spectral structures are corresponding to those
transitions which have large optical matrix elements. We have
indicated these transitions in our calculated band structure
diagram. These transitions are labeled according to the peak
positions in Fig. 2(c). For simplicity we have labeled the tran-
sitions in Fig. 2(a)–(c) as A, B, and C. The transitions A are
responsible for the structures of 32

xx(u)([)(Y), 32
yy(u)([)(Y) and

32
zz(u)([)(Y) in the energy range 0.0–5.0 eV, B (5.0–10.0) eV and

C (10.0–14.0) eV. The peaks in the optical response are caused
by the electric–dipole transitions between the valance and the
conduction bands.

The real part of the rst-order linear optical dielectric func-
tions 31

xx(u)([)(Y), 31
yy(u)([)(Y) and 31

zz(u)([)(Y) along the
polarization directions [100], [010] and [001] are obtained by
means of the Kramers–Kronig transformation,39,40 as shown in
Fig. 2(d). The vanishing frequency value in the dielectric func-
tion denes the static electronic dielectric constant by 3N ¼
31(0). These values are listed in Table 1. Furthermore, the
calculated real part of the optical dielectric functions can give
information about the energy gaps, since the calculated static
electronic dielectric constant 3N ¼ 31(0) is inversely related to
the energy gap; this can be explained on the basis of the Penn
model.42 One of the important features of the optical spectra is
the plasmon oscillations up

xx, up
yy and up

zz. The plasmon
oscillations are associated with inter-band transitions that
occur at energies where optical spectra of 31

xx(u)([)(Y),
31

yy(u)([)(Y) and 31
zz(u)([)(Y) cross zero. The values of

up
xx([)(Y), up

yy([)(Y) and up
zz([)(Y) are presented in Table 1.

The other important feature is the uniaxial anisotropy (d3),
which can be calculated from 31

xx(0)([)(Y), 31
yy(0)([)(Y),

31
zz(0)([)(Y) and 3average1 (0)([)(Y). Calculation reveals that the a-

Eu2(MoO4)3 compound exhibits positive d3 for spin-up/down, as
listed in Table 1.

The knowledge of both the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric tensor allows the calculation of important optical
Table 1 Calculated 31
xx(0), 31

yy(0), 31
zz(0), d3, up

xx, up
yy,up

zz, nxx(u),
nyy(u), nzz(u) and Dn(u) of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 for spin-up ([) and spin-
down (Y). Where Dn(u) ¼ nt(u) � nII(u). Since nxx(0)([)(Y) almost the
same as nyy(0)([)(Y) therefore, the average of these two components

represent the parallel component

�
nxx ¼ nxx þ nyy

2
¼ nIIð0Þ

�
, whereas

nzz(0) ¼ nt(0) represents the perpendicular component

Spin up ([) Spin down (Y)

31
xx(0) 3.054 2.904

31
yy(0) 2.918 2.797

31
zz(0) 2.700 2.566

d3 0.098 0.103
up

xx 8.068 8.122
up

yy 8.666 8.530
up

zz 9.728 10.408
nII(0) 1.727 1.688
nt(0) 1.643 1.602
Dn(0) �0.084 �0.086

51678 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 51675–51682
constants. From the calculated imaginary and real parts of the
spin-polarized rst-order linear optical dielectric functions we
can derive the other optical properties39,40 for instance I(u), R(u),
n(u) and s2(u). The spin-polarized absorption coefficient
Ixx(u)([)(Y), Iyy(u)([)(Y) and Izz(u)([)(Y) of a-Eu2(MoO4)3
compound are calculated and illustrated in Fig. 2(e). The
absorption spectra can be divided into three regions: the
absorption edges, low absorption region and high absorption
region. The absorption edges of the three tensor components
along the polarization directions [100], [101] and [001] occur at
2.2 eV ([) and 3.2 eV (Y) in concordance with that in Fig. 2(c).

The calculated spin-polarized optical reectivity
Rxx(u)([)(Y), Ryy(u)([)(Y) and Rzz(u)([)(Y) of a-Eu2(MoO4)3
compound along the polarization directions [100], [101] and
[001] are shown in Fig. 2(f). The spectra reveals that at low
energies, a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound exhibits low reectivity. The
rst reectivity maxima occurs at around 4.5 eV, followed by the
a strong reectivity maxima which is situated between 7.5 eV
and 8.5 eV, conrming the occurrence of a collective plasmon
resonance in concordance with our observation in Fig. 2(d). At
higher energies, the region around 12.5 eV represents the
lossless region.

Fig. 2(g) illustrated the calculated spin-polarized optical loss
function Lxx(u)([)(Y), Lyy(u)([)(Y) and Lzz(u)([)(Y) of a-
Eu2(MoO4)3 compound. It is clear that the loss function's peaks
are initiated at the values of the plasma frequencies up

xx, up
yy

and up
zz. These peaks represent the parts of the optical spectra

where 31
xx(u)([)(Y), 31

yy(u)([)(Y) and 31
zz(u)([)(Y) cross zero.

The spin-polarized optical conductivity can be obtained
from the complex rst-order linear optical dielectric
function following the expression 3ðuÞ ¼ 31ðuÞ þ i32ðuÞ ¼
1þ 4pisðuÞ

u
,39,40 It consists of imaginary part (Fig. 2(h)) and real

part (Fig. 2(i)); therefore, it completely characterizes the linear
optical properties. The imaginary part s2

xx(u)([)(Y),
s2

yy(u)([)(Y) and s2
zz(u)([)(Y) between 0.0 and the values of

up
xx, up

yy and up
zz exhibit overturned features of 32

xx(u)([)(Y),
32

yy(u)([)(Y) and 32
zz(u)([)(Y), whereas the real parts

s1
xx(u)([)(Y), s1

yy(u)([)(Y) and s1
zz(u)([)(Y) show similar

features to those of 32
xx(u)([)(Y), 32

yy(u)([)(Y) and 32
zz(u)([)(Y).

Fig. 2(j) illustrated the spin-polarized optical reectivity
spectra. The calculated values of nxx(0)([)(Y), nyy(0)([)(Y) and
nzz(0)([)(Y) can give information about the energy gaps, since
the calculated refractive indices have a relation with the energy
band gap ðn ¼ ffiffi

3
p Þ (ref. 39 and 40) therefore, we can estimate

the value of the energy band gap from calculated values of the
refractive indices. The three components of the refractive
indices show considerable anisotropy along the spectral region
and hence called as birefringent. The birefringence is an
important quantity to fulls the phase-matching condition. It
can be calculated from the parallel and perpendicular compo-
nents of the refractive indices to the c-axis following the
expression Dn(u)¼ nt(u)� nII(u). Since nxx(0)([)(Y) almost the
same as nyy(0)([)(Y) therefore, the average of these two
components represent the parallel component�
nxx ¼ nxx þ nyy

2
¼ nIIð0Þ

�
, whereas nzz(0) ¼ nt(0) represents
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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the perpendicular component. Fig. 2(k) represent the birefrin-
gence Dn(u) of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound for ([)(Y). The value of
birefringence at zero energy Dn(0) for ([)(Y) are listed in Table
1. It is clear that a-Eu2(MoO4)3 compound posses negative
birefringence for ([)(Y).

From above it is clear that the calculated linear optical
properties show a considerable anisotropy between the three
components along the polarization directions [100], [101]
and [001].

We have calculated the total valence charge density distri-
bution in two crystallographic planes for ([) and (Y) to visualize
the charge transfer and the chemical bonding characters. These
are (100) and (101) as shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d) along with the
tetrahedral MoO4. The electro-negativity of Eu, Mo and O atoms
according to Pauling scale are 1.2, 2.16 and 3.44, respectively.
Therefore, due to the electro-negativity differences between the
Fig. 3 Calculated electronic charge density distribution; (a) crystallograp
down case; (c) crystallographic plan (101) for spin-up case; (d) crystallog

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
atoms, some valence electrons from Eu and Mo are transferred
towards O atoms as it is clear that the O atoms surrounded by
uniform blue spheres (indicate the maximum charge accumu-
lation).43 As Mo-4d and Eu-4f orbitals have quite large hybrid-
ization with O-2p states, indicating the relatively strong covalent
bonds between Mo–O and Eu–O. It is clear that the tetrahedral
MoO4 has big inuence on the electronic structure, the elec-
tronic clouds (or chemical bonds) and hence on the optical
properties. The tetrahedral MoO4 groups are the main
contributors to the optical anisotropy. Furthermore, the high
electron density conguration and strong anisotropy of Mo–O
groups indicates the main contribution of MoO4 groups to the
optical anisotropy.

It is clear that from (100) and (101) crystallographic planes
all atoms are surrounding by a uniform spherical charge and
Mo atoms share their outer shells with O atoms to form the
hic plan (100) for spin-up case; (d) crystallographic plan (100) for spin-
raphic plan (101) for spin-down case.

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 51675–51682 | 51679



Table 2 Calculated main bond lengths of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 in comparison with the measured one26a

Bonds
Bond lengths
(exp.) (Å)

Bond lengths
(calcu.) (Å) Bonds

Bond lengths
(exp.) (Å)

Bond lengths
(calcu.) (Å)

Eu–O1i 2.39 (2) 2.37 Eu–O6iii 2.50 (2) 2.49
Eu–O2 2.40 (2) 2.38 Mo1–O1 1.78 (2) 1.77
Eu–O2ii 2.53 (2) 2.51 Mo1–O2 1.81 (2) 1.80
Eu–O3 2.35 (2) 2.33 Mo2–O3 1.75 (2) 1.73
Eu–O4iii 2.43 (2) 2.42 Mo2–O4 1.73 (2) 1.71
Eu–O4iv 2.50 (2) 2.49 Mo2–O5v 1.87 (2) 1.86
Eu–O5 2.43 (3) 2.42 Mo2–O6vi 1.69 (2) 1.68

a Symmetry codes: (i)�x + 1/2, y + 1/2,�z + 1/2; (ii)�x + 1/2,�y + 1/2,�z + 1; (iii)�x + 1, y,�z + 1/2; (iv) x,�y + 1, z + 1/2; (v)�x, y,�z + 1/2; (vi)�x + 1/
2, �y + 1/2.

RSC Advances Paper
covalent bonds. These two crystallographic planes explore the
anisotropy of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 for the spin-up ([) and spin-down
(Y). The main bond lengths were calculated and compared
with the measured one26 as shown in Table 2. Good agreement
was found.
4. Conclusions

The all-electron full potential linear augmented plane wave
(FPLAPW + lo) method within the generalized gradient
approximation plus the Hubbard Hamiltonian (GGA + U) were
used to calculated the spin polarized complex rst order linear
optical dispersion to gain deep insight into the electronic
structure. We have applied U on 4f orbital of Eu atoms and 4d
orbital of Mo atoms. It has been found that a-Eu2(MoO4)3 is
indirect band gap semiconductor for spin-up and spin-down
cases. The spin-up case exhibit smaller band gap than that
obtained from the spin-down case, that is attributed to the
appearance of Eu-4f states on the conduction bandminimum of
the spin-up case. The band structure of a-Eu2(MoO4)3 was
calculated by ab initio method and different results were ob-
tained for the spin up/down congurations. The Eu-4f states are
located at around 2.2 eV and �4.0 eV for spin up ([) while they
are situated at around 6.5 eV and 5.5 eV for spin down (Y)
conguration. We have calculated total valence charge density
distribution in (100) and (101) crystallographic planes for spin-
up and spin-down cases to visualize the charge transfer and the
chemical bonding characters.
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